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uNIVERSITY eOMPUTER e ENTER 

NOTES AND COMMENTS 

July, 1968 
Volume 2, Number 6 

SCOPE 3.1 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

The following information is a short series of notes on 
the SCOPE 3.1 operating system for the CDC 6600. The lettered 
paragraphs refer generally to the system and the numbered 
paragraphs apply specifically to the UCC installations. 

A. Field length 
The minimum field length requirement as indicated in the 

loader map refers to execution time field length only, not to 
compile time field length. Usually the field length required 
for compiling should be specified on the job card, and the 
minimum field length necessary for execution specified as the 
second argument of the RUN control card. Also note that the 
minimum field length requirement represents valid information 
only in the event of a complete load, i.e., any type of loading 
error invalidates the information. 

B. Tape request control cards 
Contrary to the information contained in the SCOPE 3~1 

manual (p. 2-10) the use of the X option on tape request control 
cards implies the creation of external tapes on write as well 
as on read. 

c. RUN compiler 
There are two versions of the RUN compiler currently 

available on the SCOPE 3.1 system. They are referenced by the 
names RUN and FUN. They have identical parameter lists as 
described in the Fortran manual or in this newsletter. The 
RUN compiler is Version 2.3 of the compiler and the FUN version 
will become Version 2.4 of the compiler. Often difficulties 
encountered with the use of RUN can be eliminated by using FUN. 
Any problems encountered in using FUN should be brought to the 
attention of the UCC consulting personnel as it is possible to 
obtain rapid fixes on errors in this compiler. 
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D. SORT/MERGE package 
An updated version of the SORT/MERGE package has been added 

to the system library. Although the package still does not 
perform correctly in all cases, a substantial improvement in 
reliability has been noted over the old version. As soon as it 
can be accomplished a considerable number of corrections will 
also be added to the ALGOL, COBOL, and SIMSCRIPT software 
packages. 

E. MIMIC 
A MIMIC software package is also available to UCC users. 

The program is not system resident but is written as an overlay 
on magnetic tape. It can be accessed as follows: 

JOB,T200,CM64000.(Number) 
REQUEST TAPMIM. SNSSO MIMIC RING OUT 
COPYBF( TAPEMIM, MIM) 
MIM. 
A 

(Mimic Data) 
6 

Information concerning writing MIMIC programs may be had by 
contacting John Munson at extension 4877. 

F. Software packages 
A complete list of software packages available to 6600 

users includes the following: 
1. ucc subroutine library (complete list and writeups 

available) 
2. UOFM statistical programs (UMST) 
3. FORTRAN compilers RUN, FUN, FTN. 
4. ALGOL, BASIC, COBOL, SIMSCRIPT, SNOBOL, SORT/MERGE, 

PERT/TIME, KWIC (manuals for all but BASIC, SNOBOL, 
and KWIC are available in the Engineering Bookstore) 

The BMD statistical program series is being readied for use on 
the 6600. The programs are stored in overlay format on tape 
SN22. Each program constitutes one logical record. The BMD 
program manual is available at the UCC for aid in program setup. 
The following list will aid in accessing a particular program. 
Suppose for example, that BMDlOS is desired. The following 
control card sequence will load and execute the desired program: 

JOB,TS00,7SOOO. 
REQUEST BMD, HI. SN22 RING OUT 
COPYBR(BMD,NULL,22) 
COPYBR(BMD,FILEX) 
FILEX. 



These were compiled under 

RECORD PACKAGE 

1 BMDOlD 
2 BMD03D 
3 BMD04D 
4 BMD05D 
5 BMD08D 
6 BMD09D 
7 BMDlOD 
8 BMDllD 

9 BMDOlM 
10 BMD02M 
11 BMD03M 
12 BMD04M 
13 BMD05M 

14 BMDOlR 
15 BMD03R 
16 BMD05R 
17 BMD06R 

18 BMDOlS 
19 BMD02S 
20 BMD04S 
21 BMD05S 
22 Bl-ID09S 
23 BMDlOS 

24 BMDOlT 
25 BMD02T 

26 BMD02V 
27 BMD03V 
28 BMD04V 
29 BMD06V 
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FUN (tape number = SN22) 

MINIMUM F.L. NEEDED FOR EXECUTION 

43000 
55000 
65000 
56000 
62000 
70000 
67000 
71000 

67000 
72000 
72000 
64000 
66000 

72000 
65000 
44000 
74000 

65000 
71000 
71000 
63000 
66000 
73000 

61000 
57000 

72000 
74000 
55000 
57000 

NOTE: 6S, 7S and 8S are not available. 
60 and 7D require additional debugging. 

G. Remote Stations 
Within the next three weeks the Medical School CDC 3300 

computer will be attached to the 6600 as a remote site station 
during a portion of each running day. During these hours 
(schedule as yet undetermined) the maximum memory available will 
be reduced by 2002 (octal) central memory words. Since the 
maximum amount of memory available to the user is directly 
proportional to the number of software packages housed within 
the system, the exact amount will vary somewhat from time to time 
With the addition of the Medical School computer as a remote 
st•tion, and the accompanying loss of 20028 CM words of memory, 
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a thorough search is being made to find areas where memory can 
be reclaimed from the operating system for program use. The 
amount of memory available to the user may be summarized as 
follows: 

CONDITION MEMORY AVAILABLE 

No remote stations operational 1504008 
One remote station operational 1442008 
Both remote stations operational 1421008 

i 
H. Job card t 

Below is the specification for a SCOPE 3.1 job card: 
JOBNAME,P7,T25,CM40000.44713520,2 

l l tumber of tape drives 
requested 

user account number 

field length in octal 

time limit in octal seconds 
priority, usually not necessary 

job name 

The entry following the account number (i.e., the number of 
tape drives being requested) is not currently being used. 
Modifications requiring this information are being made such 
that a job will not be brought to a control point if a 
sufficient number of tape drives is not available. It should 
be noted that jobs requesting more drives than indicated by the 
job card entry will automatically be aborted. 

I. Fortran Extended 
A pre-release version of the Fortran Extended Compiler (TTN) 

has been added to the SCOPE 3.1 system. Although there are 
known errors within the compiler, the results from its use 
are generally satisfactory. The compiler is much slower than 
the RUN compilers but produces very efficient object code. In 
addition, features such as Random I/0 (on the disk) are not 
available with the RUN compilers and are available with FTN. 
As yet none of the UOFM subroutine library is available for 
use in conjunction with this compiler. It is expected that 
an official version of this compiler will be released by 
CDC in August. 
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J. RUN card 

K. 

Below is the specification for a SCOPE 3.1 RUN card: 
RUN(mode,fl,bl,input,output,binary,line limit,as,xref) 

"' cross-ref. 
switch, if 
present and 
non-zero a 
cross-ref. 

1 
list is 
produced 

ASA switch: if 
present and non
zero, causes 
ASA (Fortran IV) 
list/format 
interaction 

execution line limit 
(octal on the file OUTPUT: 
if omitted, 100008 used 

file name on which the binary 
deck is written: if omitted, LGO 
is used, not ~ ~ of the 
program 

file name for compiler output: if 
omitted, OUTPUT is used 

file name for compiler inp~t: if omitted, 
INPUT is used 

object program I/O buffer length (octal): if 
omitted, 20228 is used 

object program field length (octal): if omitted, 
compile-time field length is used 

compiler mode option: if omitted, G is used 
G: compile and execute: no list unless explicit 

LIST cards appear in deck 

When a job aborts on either an arithmetic mode error or a 
time limit the buffers associated with the declared files are 
not dumped to the re~pective files. When a job is aborted on 
any of the above error conditions output can be lost by the 
failure to dump the buffers. We feel that an attempt should 
be made to dump the OUTPUT buffer but until this situation is 
corrected the above information is most pertinent to program 
debugging when the above errors occur. 
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L. Binary records 
When writing binary records on the disk (or on tape) it 

is good practice to write records in groups of 511 words if 
possible. This significantly decreases peripheral processor 
time. Although 511 words is the optimum, any record smaller 
than this is still satisfactory as long as whatever size used 
is the largest possible record the user can write. 

EXAMPLE: C THIS WRITES 511 ONE-WORD RECORDS 
DO 100 I = 1,511 

100 WRITE(l) X(I) 

would be better written as: 
C THIS WRITES ONE 511-WORD RECORD 

WRITE(l) (X(I),I = 1,511) 

1. Job turn-around 
Two things are currently being done in an attempt to produce 

more rapid turn-around time on short jobs: 
a) An automatic divert feature has been added to the remote 

station handling software such that the printing of jobs 
producing an excessive amount of output is automatically diverted 
to the central site. This allows the printer at the remote site 
to return output more rapidly for more jobs. The divert 
decision is based upon the number of characters placed into the 
output file, rather than the total number of pages or line$ 
produced, as the latter information is difficult to establish. 
As an indication of which jobs this method will divert, the 
following examples are cited: 

I Number of characters/line Number of pages Diverted 
40 65 NO 
40 70 YES 
40 30 NO 

100 10 NO 
135 40 YES 
135 30 NO 

b) A scheduling algorithm is being implemented such that 
the job priority will be calculated on the basis of the estimated 
time limit (TL) and the field length requirement (FL) as they 
appear on the job card. The job priorities essentially determine 
in which order the job will receive attention. A certain degree 
of experimentation will probably be necessary to mold the 
priority calculation algorithm to the proper form. As a 
beginning, jobs requiring 40000 (octal) or less FL will be given 
a very high priority and jobs requiring 70000 (octal) a smaller 
priority and so on up to the maximum field length allowable. 
In addition, jobs having TL of 100 or less will receive an 
increment to their priority as determined by the FL requirement. 
In an effort to evaluate the scheme the priority appearing on 
the job card will be ignored. 
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2. PP charges 
It has been observed that the accumulated PP time charged 

against a particular job is often larger with the SCOPE 3.1 
system than with the SCOPE 2.0 system. In an effort to correct 
this situation, as well as to ensure that the PP time for a 
given job does not vary substantially from run to run, several 
alterations have been made in the algorithm which charges PP 
time against a control point (a job). In most cases the cause 
of the variation as well as the cause for unreasonably high PP 
times being accumulated against a control point can be attributed 
to the fact that jobs were being charged for PP time when the 
PP could not proceed due to other system activity. Thus far, 
six areas (all involving the use of PP programs) of this nature 
have been modified to prevent future occurences of the above 
problems. They are: 

a) lBJ 
b) lAJ 

c) lRI 
d) lRO 

e) REO 

f) 

3. Copy routines 

/jobs brought to a control point without 
• .J sufficient memory to proceed ( lBJ cannot 
) proceed) are no longer charged PP time during 
:,,_the delay 

~
Jobs called out from a control point by the 
operator are no longer charged fP time while 
they wait to be re-entered into the system -:'Jobs requesting equipment are no longer 

)charged for PP time between acceptance of 
lthe request and operator assignment of the 
t~ppropriate equipment 
/·many program actions require PP programs to 

\ 
perform I/0 requests. To do so the 1-P 
program must reserve the appropriate I/O 

< channel. Due to system activity the request 
\ may not be honored immediately, thus causing 

li delay in the program execution. This delay 
time is no longer charged against the control 
point 

The copy routines COPYBR, COPYBF, COPYCR, COPYCF file have 
been modified to reduce PP time accumulated and disk space 
used on skip or positioning operations by making special use of 
the argument NULL. Use of the file name NULL in the second 
argument position insures that no file is created and that no 
write operations are performed. If, for example, a binary file 
is to be positioned at the beginning of the 120Sh record the 
control card 

COPYBR(FILEQ,NULL,ll9) 
would skip the proper number of records at the same time saving 
time and disk space by avoiding the write commands. 

I 
~ 

I 
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4. 
A routine allowing the return of disk files to common 

status prior to the release of a job from the control point 
has been added to the system. Use of the routine on files 
which do not have common status results in the file being 
dropped from the system and the associated disk tracks released. 
The routine is both control card and Fortran callable. More 
detailed information can be obtained from UCC consultants or 
from the writeup available in Room 223 Experimental Engineering. 

5. Job timing 
Because of the operations necessary to obtain the elapsed 

running time for a job, results obtained by use of the Fortran 
callable routine TIME can be somewhat inaccurate. To obtain 
more accurate timings the following procedure can be used. 

a) The first word in the first labeled common (word lOOB) 
block in the main program should contain the left justified 
characters TIM$. This serves as a flaa such that each time 
the elapsed time is updated in the control point area it is 
automatically updated in the low order bytes of this cell 
(cell lOOB) also. 

b) Timina estimates which make use of the above call can be 
obtained by making use of the central processor functions CPTIME 
and ICPTIME. The two names actually refer to the same entry 
point··and merely prevent Fortran from forcing a conversion from 
real to integer or vice-versa depending on the call indicated 
below. The function(s) has one argument which denotes a request 
for the elapsed time in seconds and milliseconds in floating 
point format, or the elapsed time in milliseconds in integer 
format. For example, the references: 

A = CPTIME(l) (1 denotes floating point form) 
N = ICPTIME(O) (zero denotes integer form) 

could produce the numbers 

12.466 12466 
if printed with the statements 

PRINT 10 A,N 
10 FORMAT(lOX,Fl0.3,Il0) 

The requirements mentioned in a) can be met by the statements 
COMMON/TIME/ITIME (must be first labeled common in program 
DATA ITIME/4HTIM$/ 

It should be noted that if the requirements of a) are neglected 
the values returned by the use of CPTIME are meaningless. 

This timing routine produces a maximum error of one second. 
Additional modifications are now being tested which reduce the 
maximum error to one millisecond and at the same time make 
step a) unnecessary. 
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6. Library maintenance 
Although SCOPE 3.1 no longer requires the 2.0 routine 

CATALOG for library maint&ftance, it can be a very useful 
routine when magnetic tapes are kept containing binary code. 
For this reason a somewhat modified version of the 2.0 CATALOG 
has been added to the 3.1 system. The calling sequence is 
identical to its 2.0 counterpart. 

7. Long tape records 
Two drivers have been added to SCOPE 3.1 to facilitate the 

handling of long tape records and program control of parity 
errors. The routines apply to both read and write operations 
and can be used at all recording densities (200, 556, BOO bpi). 
Detailed information can be obtained from ucc consultants. 

B. 
Occasionally it becomes necessary for a program to inform 

the machine operator of a request (such as mount a particular 
tape of a series) pause and then proceed when the operator 
complies with the request. This can easily be accomplished 
from a Fortran program with the statements 

CALL REMARK ( NHxxxxxxxxxx) 
PAUSE 75 

Unfortunately only the last program generated message can be 
displayed in the message area for a given control point, thus 
with the above sequence execution of the pause statement would 
produce a message replacing the request in the REMARK message. 
A routine RPAUSE is available to eliminate this inconvenience. 
The routine has one argument (a message of up to 35 characters) 
and combines the actions of the above statements. 

EXAMPLE: 
CALL RPAUSE( 20H MOUNT NEXT READ TAPE) 

would produce the dayfile message 
.PAUSE.MOUNT NEXT READ TAPE 

9. Comment card changes 
Beginning Wednesday, July 31, a new control card will replace 

the COMMENT control card which is currently being used to denote 
bin number and site of oriain of the job. The new control card 
has the following format -

SITENUM.LLLssss (any additional information) 
where LLL is a three letter rnneurnonic denoting the site where 
the job was submitted. The mneurnonics listed below will be 
used: 

UCC - Exp. Eng. & Space Science Center remote 
WSB - West Bank 
MED - Medical School 3300 remote 
LAD - the 6600 Lauderdale site 
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Additional mneumonics will be defined as necessary. The four 
characters ssss denote a four digit bin number at the 
designated site to which completed output (both listable and 
punched) will be returned. 

The control card described has many intended applications, 
the first of which will be to append the information contained 
on the control card to all punch card output files making 
delivery of card output to the appropriate location faster and 
easier. 

TIME SHARING 

The University has signed open ended contracts for time 
sharing with both Call-A-Computer (Pillsbury) and Computer 
Time Sharing, Inc. These services are available to any 
department providing its own teletype terminal and data phone. 
All costs for the terminal and computer use must be paid by the 
department. For information concerning utilization of these, 
call Professor w. D. Munro at extension 4840. 

Manual Correction 
The COBOL Manual (CDC pub. no. 60191200A) has the 

following error on page F-10: 
The lines 

CLOSE '!WIGGS. 
BEGIN 

OPEN I -0 TWIGGS. 
are incorrect and should be deleted from the manual. 

SUMMER CLASSES 

Five classes are planned for August and/or September if 
there is sufficient demand for them. The subjects would be: 

1. 6600 COBOL (some computer knowledge or prior study 
desirable) 

2. 6600 SIMSCRIPT (Fortran knowledge assumed) 

3. A survey of 6600 list and symbol manipulation languages 
(SNOBOL, LISP, LG, and SLIP) 

4. 6600 ALGOL (prior Algol knowledge assumed) 
s. Features and use of the EBR (Electron Beam Recorder) 

which is scheduled for August delivery 

6600 Users 

In the future the ace will be using the lined side of 
printer paper for output rather than the unlined side. If 
you have any objections to this, or if you require special 
paper for printing, please call Paul Barringer at ext. 4876. 
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Additions 
EIG3 
EIG7 
RVECT 

CVECT 

RAN3F 
RANBIN 
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FORTRAN LIBRARY 

- eigenvalues of real non-symmetric matrices 
- eigenvalues of complex non-symmetric matrices 
- eigenvectors for a given real matrix and a given 

single real eigenvalue 
- eigenvectors for a given complex matrix and a 

single given complex eigenvalue 
- uniform random numbers on the range (a,b) 
- random bytes of from 1 to 60 bits with uniform 

distribution 
Writeups will soon be available for these routines. For 
information, see ~ke Frisch, 212 Exp. Eng., ext. 5907. 

Deletions 
~NV and MXTRID have been removed from the Fortran 

library. Programs using ~NV can be changed by using an 
equivalent call to MXLNEQ with an additional argument whose 
value~is zero. For example, 

CALL ~NV(A,N,IDA,DET,JA,EP,T) 
would be replaced by 

CALL MXLNEQ(A,N,IDA,DET,JA,EP,T,O) 
Programs using MXTRID should be converted to use MXTRIDI, a 
new routine which is faster than MXTRID. 

Error messages 
The ucc staff is in the process of putting very thorough 

error checks into all the library routines. When this project 
is completed, all routines will have complete error messages 
detailing the errors and the values involved. All new routines 
put on the library already have error checks and messages. 


